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CubeBase is a decentralized cryptocurrency that aims toCubeBase is a decentralized cryptocurrency that aims to
provide a stable and rewarding experience for its holders.provide a stable and rewarding experience for its holders.

By implementing a unique fee distribution system, CubeBase isBy implementing a unique fee distribution system, CubeBase is
able to reward holders with a steady stream of income, whileable to reward holders with a steady stream of income, while
maintaining the stability of BUSD.maintaining the stability of BUSD.

The project also plans to launch CubeBase Swap & Launchpad,The project also plans to launch CubeBase Swap & Launchpad,
which will offer a wide range of services to the community.which will offer a wide range of services to the community.
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One of the main challenges facing theOne of the main challenges facing the
cryptocurrency market is the lack of stability incryptocurrency market is the lack of stability in
the value of most tokens.the value of most tokens.
This volatility can make it difficult for holders toThis volatility can make it difficult for holders to
predict the value of their investments, and canpredict the value of their investments, and can
discourage potential investors from enteringdiscourage potential investors from entering
the market.the market.
Additionally, many cryptocurrency projects doAdditionally, many cryptocurrency projects do
not offer sufficient incentives for holders,not offer sufficient incentives for holders,
making it difficult to retain long-term holders.making it difficult to retain long-term holders.

ProblemProblem

CubeBase addresses these challenges byCubeBase addresses these challenges by
implementing a unique fee distribution system,implementing a unique fee distribution system,
which rewards holders with a steady stream ofwhich rewards holders with a steady stream of
income.income.
This provides holders with a predictable sourceThis provides holders with a predictable source
of income, which can help to mitigate theof income, which can help to mitigate the
volatility of the token's value.volatility of the token's value.
In addition to this, CubeBase plans to launch aIn addition to this, CubeBase plans to launch a
Swap & Launchpad, which will offer a wideSwap & Launchpad, which will offer a wide
range of services to the community.range of services to the community.
These services will include token listings,These services will include token listings,
swapping, a token creator tool, a launchpad forswapping, a token creator tool, a launchpad for
new projects, staking rewards, and audits andnew projects, staking rewards, and audits and
KYC for added security.KYC for added security.

SolutionSolution

PROBLEMPROBLEM
&&

SOLUTIONSOLUTION  
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TOKENOMICSTOKENOMICS

In addition to the rewards for holders,In addition to the rewards for holders,
CubeBase also collects fees for otherCubeBase also collects fees for other
important purposes.important purposes.

2% of the collected fees are used for2% of the collected fees are used for
marketing expenses.marketing expenses.
These expenses are used to promote andThese expenses are used to promote and
market the project, increasing awareness andmarket the project, increasing awareness and
adoption of the token.adoption of the token.
This is important for the growth andThis is important for the growth and
sustainability of the project, as it helps tosustainability of the project, as it helps to
attract new holders and investors.attract new holders and investors.

2% of the collected fees are used to ensure2% of the collected fees are used to ensure
liquidity for the token.liquidity for the token.
These funds are used to maintain a sufficientThese funds are used to maintain a sufficient
liquidity pool on the market, ensuring that theliquidity pool on the market, ensuring that the
token can be easily bought and sold.token can be easily bought and sold.
This is important for the stability and growth ofThis is important for the stability and growth of
the token, as it allows holders to easily enterthe token, as it allows holders to easily enter
and exit the market.and exit the market.

Rewards for holdersRewards for holders

3%3%
2%2%
Marketing InvestmentMarketing Investment

2%2%
Liquidity PoolLiquidity Pool
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The The fee distribution system is designed tofee distribution system is designed to
balance the needs of holders, the project'sbalance the needs of holders, the project's
sustainability and the market liquidity.sustainability and the market liquidity.
All these factors are important to ensure thatAll these factors are important to ensure that
CubeBase can provide a stable and rewardingCubeBase can provide a stable and rewarding
experience for its holders in the long runexperience for its holders in the long run

Please note that when a transaction is aPlease note that when a transaction is a
sell, the fees collected are 5% for thesell, the fees collected are 5% for the
rewards to compensate holders and 3% forrewards to compensate holders and 3% for
marketing expenses to help with themarketing expenses to help with the
marketing campaign, and 2% for liquiditymarketing campaign, and 2% for liquidity
to ensure a stable trading environment.to ensure a stable trading environment.



ROADMAPROADMAP

Phase 1Phase 1

Establishing a StrongEstablishing a Strong
FoundationFoundation

Phase 2Phase 2

Building aBuilding a
Community andCommunity and

ComplianceCompliance

Phase 3Phase 3

Token Launch and GrowthToken Launch and Growth
StrategyStrategy

Phase 4Phase 4

Expanding to otherExpanding to other
communitiescommunities

Phase 5Phase 5

Shido Version,Shido Version,
CubeBase Swap &CubeBase Swap &
Launchpad LaunchLaunchpad Launch  

The project starts with the creation of aThe project starts with the creation of a
Twitter page and Telegram group, and theTwitter page and Telegram group, and the
development of the token and its smartdevelopment of the token and its smart
contract, with an audit.contract, with an audit.

The focus then shifts to building aThe focus then shifts to building a
community, developing the project'scommunity, developing the project's
website, conducting KYC and releasing awebsite, conducting KYC and releasing a
whitepaper.whitepaper.

The token is officially launched with a fairThe token is officially launched with a fair
launch, listed on PancakeSwap and onlaunch, listed on PancakeSwap and on
CoinGecko/CoinMarketCap. The projectCoinGecko/CoinMarketCap. The project
also focuses on partnerships andalso focuses on partnerships and
marketing to increase awareness andmarketing to increase awareness and
adoption.adoption.

The project then releases a CubeBaseThe project then releases a CubeBase
Swap, CubeBase Launchpad and a ShidoSwap, CubeBase Launchpad and a Shido
version of the token, and lists on CEXs toversion of the token, and lists on CEXs to
enhance liquidity and tradingenhance liquidity and trading
opportunities for holders.opportunities for holders.

STAGE 1:STAGE 1:

STAGESTAGE 2: 2:

STAGE 3:STAGE 3:

STSTAGE 4:AGE 4:

The roadmap is designed to provide a stableThe roadmap is designed to provide a stable
and rewarding experience for holders, as welland rewarding experience for holders, as well
as ensuring the sustainability and growth ofas ensuring the sustainability and growth of
the project.the project.
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Token DistributionToken Distribution

CubeBase is a unique cryptocurrency with a fixed total supply of 1CubeBase is a unique cryptocurrency with a fixed total supply of 1
billion tokens.billion tokens.
Unlike some cryptocurrencies, CubeBase does not have a mint function,Unlike some cryptocurrencies, CubeBase does not have a mint function,
ensuring that the total supply will remain at 1 billion tokens.ensuring that the total supply will remain at 1 billion tokens.
The token distribution for CubeBase has been carefully planned toThe token distribution for CubeBase has been carefully planned to
ensure fair distribution and liquidity for investors.ensure fair distribution and liquidity for investors.

50% of the total supply will be sold on the Fairlaunch, providing all50% of the total supply will be sold on the Fairlaunch, providing all
investors with the opportunity to purchase tokens.investors with the opportunity to purchase tokens.
30% of the total supply will be sent to the liquidity pool on30% of the total supply will be sent to the liquidity pool on
PancakeSwap, to ensure liquidity and trading activity on the platform.PancakeSwap, to ensure liquidity and trading activity on the platform.
5% of the total supply will be designated for the team tokens.5% of the total supply will be designated for the team tokens.

50%50%

FairlaunchFairlaunch

5%5%

Team TokensTeam Tokens

Total Supply 1.000.000.000Total Supply 1.000.000.000

500.000.000500.000.000

50.000.00050.000.000
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30%30%

PancakeSwapPancakeSwap

15%15%

CubeDexCubeDex

150.000.000150.000.000

300.000.000300.000.000

15% of the total supply will be15% of the total supply will be
reserved for future plans, suchreserved for future plans, such
as CEX listings, burning,as CEX listings, burning,
Rewards, and more.Rewards, and more.
TTo further enhance the valueo further enhance the value
and utility of CubeBase for itsand utility of CubeBase for its
holders.holders.

Overall, the token distributionOverall, the token distribution
for CubeBase is structured tofor CubeBase is structured to
ensure fair distribution,ensure fair distribution,
liquidity, and long-term valueliquidity, and long-term value
for all holders.for all holders.
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TechnologyTechnology
The technology behind CubeBase is built on blockchain, a decentralized andThe technology behind CubeBase is built on blockchain, a decentralized and
transparent digital ledger that enables secure and transparent transactions.transparent digital ledger that enables secure and transparent transactions.
The token is an BEP-20 token built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), whichThe token is an BEP-20 token built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), which
provides a fast and low-cost transactions for the development andprovides a fast and low-cost transactions for the development and
deployment of smart contracts.deployment of smart contracts.

The smart contract, which is the backbone of the token, is designed to be fullyThe smart contract, which is the backbone of the token, is designed to be fully
transparent, secure, and autonomous.transparent, secure, and autonomous.
It automates the distribution of rewards to holders, ensuring that the processIt automates the distribution of rewards to holders, ensuring that the process
is fair and transparent for all participants.is fair and transparent for all participants.

In addition to the BSC version, the project also plans to launch an EthereumIn addition to the BSC version, the project also plans to launch an Ethereum
version of the token, which is built on a different blockchain and has its ownversion of the token, which is built on a different blockchain and has its own
unique features, allowing holders to hold and trade on their preferredunique features, allowing holders to hold and trade on their preferred
blockchain.blockchain.

The technology behind CubeBase is designed to ensure security andThe technology behind CubeBase is designed to ensure security and
transparency, while also providing a stable and rewarding experience fortransparency, while also providing a stable and rewarding experience for
holders. It is also designed to be scalable and flexible, allowing the project toholders. It is also designed to be scalable and flexible, allowing the project to
adapt and evolve as the market and technology evolve.adapt and evolve as the market and technology evolve.



Contract Adress: 0x348af621847fd7032dd1863f08262fd83d859c1d

Twitter: @CubeBaseToken

Telegram: @CubeBaseTG

Instagram: @CubeBaseToken

Tiktok: @CubeBase

TECHNICALTECHNICAL
INFORMATIONINFORMATION
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Conclusion
 

CubeBase is a new cryptocurrency that offers a unique and rewarding
experience for holders.

 
By combining the stability of BUSD with a comprehensive fee distribution
system, CubeBase is able to provide holders with a predictable source of

income, while also reducing volatility.
The launch of CubeBase Swap & Launchpad, will further enhance the value

and utility of CubeBase for its holders.
 

The team behind CubeBase is committed to the success of the project, and is
dedicated to providing the best possible experience for holders.

The smart contract is fully audited and the teams has completed KYC.
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contact@cubebase.netcontact@cubebase.net

WebsiteWebsite

www.cubebase.netwww.cubebase.net

CONTACT USCONTACT US
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